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Books@Ovid
More than 4,500 ebooks and many book collections, including archive collections of critical historical material,
as well as publisher and topical collections.

A survival guide to sorting out your finances when you get ...
This guide provides information about financial settlements for couples who are getting divorced or ending a
civil partnership. We aim to help you understand more about what a judge might do in a case like yours to give
you a better chance of making a fair agreement with your ex without having to go to court.
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Books for Warriors | Sgt Brandi
Ghost Nation – Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and Society by Ron and Helen Breland. Ghost Nation is a
portrait of the American soldier returning home from war in this, a dual-front war within the global war on
terrorism. Told with brutal honesty from a soldier on the ground, as well as a hardened army wife, Ghost Nation
offers a perspective typically not open to the public.

Mental Health & Peer Support in Law Enforcement | Cops ...
Editors Note: In the following article Officer Jeff Watson discusses the need for integrated mental health
services and appropriate peer support programs for all law enforcement officers. Officer Watson has 12 years of
civilian Law enforcement experience, and is currently working towards state licensure as a Licensed Mental
Health Counselor specializing in P.T.S.D. and Trauma.

Hundreds of letters recognize outstanding nurses for ...
Marilyn works as a nurse unit manager on a long term care unit at Alden Court, a skilled nursing facility.
Marilyn exhibits everything you envision when thinking about what a nurse should be.

57 Common Interview Questions, Answers and Examples ...

This detailed article guides you through 57 common interview questions, answers and examples. It provides
guidance on how to respond to job interview questions as well as describes practical examples of answers for
questions such as Tell me about yourself? Why should we hire you? Why are you leaving your job?

Course Listing
AET 101 Internal Combustion Engine Theory and Servicing. This is a theory/laboratory course designed to
introduce the student to basic heat engine types, their physical configurations and various engine operating
cycles.

Publication Award
The Lean Farm Ben Hartman. Read the press release here.. A practical, systems-based approach for a more
sustainable farming operation. Using the words “factory” and “farm” in the same sentence may seem
sacrilegious, but today’s young farmers like author Ben Hartman are discovering that the same sound business
practices apply whether you produce cars or carrots.

